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Spokane, WA -- The Endangered is a paranormal thriller that blends crime fiction and urban fantasy to
tell a neo-noir tale about a vampire clan that takes on a pharmaceutical company run by werewolves.
The company, known as S&D Pharmaceuticals is developing a new vaccine with sinister side effects.
Striden, the CEO of S&D, has engineered a drug, masked as a flu vaccine, which turns its unsuspecting
patients into werewolves.
An allegiance of vampires is fighting desperately to stop the mass infestation. Among them is an
ambitious rebel named Catch and his newly turned protégé, Lori. Catch brings this treacherous world to
Lori’s doorstep and turns both their worlds’ upside-down in the process. Secrets are exposed, alliances
are formed, and blood is spilled as they do everything in their power to preserve both their own kind
and their food supply.
"Gothic fantasy meets action thriller in this brilliantly entertaining read." - Dean Taylor
"This action packed fantasy will get the adrenalin pumping" - S. Totten
"Fast-paced and exciting from beginning to end! I couldn't put it down!" - Skylar Ivey-Santos
Both print and ebook versions are available via Amazon and B&N.
About the Author
Stephanie Eaves, publishing under S.L. Eaves, is a Philadelphia area native who recently completed her
MBA from Drexel University. Prior to returning to Philadelphia, she received her BA in Film and a Writing
Certificate from University of Pittsburgh. She is currently working on the sequel to The Endangered, due
out in 2015. She signed with Zharmae Publishing Press in January 2014 and her debut novel, The
Endangered, is available now. Author’s website: www.writewithfire.com.
About The Zharmae Publishing Press, LLC (TZPP)
Zharmae is a Pacific Northwest based Independent Publisher, dedicated to producing the best genre
fiction from around the universe. TZPP is devoted to literary works of depth and detail as well as the
broader knowledge and exchange of ideals that can be conveyed from the reading and analysis of
fiction. Created with the notion that publishing can and should be hip, youthful and accessible; as well as
focused on author development with regards to both the art and science of writing, TZPP is the result of
this ongoing effort. Get your #FictionFix at www.zharmae.com.
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